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Open Her teaches a man how to embody 7 Masculine Archetypes to engage his woman in a

deeper, more passionate dance of love. Each archetype brings a power and a gift, a secret key to

his womanâ€™s love and desire.Open Her will inspire a man to love his masculinity and to know the

power it holds to open a woman to ever deepening states of pleasure and love.
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FAR BETTER than a hundred superficial self-help books. You'll find true wisdom in OPEN HER. As

I read it, I could feel Brody's many truths, striking resonant chords in the archives of my memory. By

viewing my past through these male archetypes, I could clearly see the patterns that happened over

and over, even with my long-ago "girl troubles."Amazed am I. And humbled...but also delighted that

such profound, practical insights into the deep masculine could be expressed so beautifully, with so

much love & wisdom...BY A WOMAN. Thank you SO much, Karen Brody, for loving men and

masculinity enough to pursue this work. Good will toward men is rare these days...and so are gifted



writers like you. My only regret: I wish I could've read this 30 years ago. My life would've been so

much happier.ONE QUESTION: we see "your woman" so often in the book...but for the sake of

single men (like me) I must ask: will these practices HELP US to ATTRACT A WOMAN and build a

thriving relationship, using these awesome archetypal energies? ("Well, duh," he says. "No doubt!")I

can see how conscious use of these archetypes would be a huge help during dating, especially on

first dates. I already surmise: 1.) be fully present and truly SEE the woman 2.) offer sincere, specific,

credible compliments 3.) have a good date plan, take charge and execute smoothly, but be

thoughtful, considerate & courteous 4.) take her somewhere special (maybe amazing) that she

might not go herself 5.) be impeccable with my word and build trust with every step 6.) OWN my

sexuality and feel it, but don't push it; 7.) be confident on the inside, kind and peaceful on the

outside 8.) employ my meditation skills to hold a deep inner peace, at appropriate times, and 9.)

LISTEN to her with 100% focus, don't interrupt, but ask open-ended questions to draw her out

further...and prove I'm truly interested. All of this gives me much-needed confidence. Since my wife

died several years ago and now, at age 63, the idea of dating again is VERY

intimidating.SUMMARY: Gentlemen, this book will teach you something amazing. The very best

way to love a woman--and ensure a happy life together--is to stay absolutely true to your deep,

masculine nature. To live by this truth is the greatest gift you can give to the woman you love.

Ladies, if you want your man to understand you better, this is the best, most practical book I've ever

read on the subject (and I've read a LOT of books.)To the author: my deepest thanks for including

the term "warrior" as a positive, empowered dimension of the deep masculine. As a Vietnam vet

who was shamed and vilified for my service for decades (often by the liberal, peace-loving feminists

I was trying to meet & date) your keeping faith with this honorable term...means more to me than I

can say. Your work helps to make the world a better place for all of us.

I have been at a spot in my life recently where healing my own wounds from an abusive past have

been my clear intention. I have already done much work wanting to reclaim my own healthy ideas

and beliefs about the masculine in the world ...and yet while there seems to be so many books for

women that speak to us about the healthy feminine - i have found it difficult to find this same number

of resources that speak to men and women about the healthy masculine. Furthermore, I feel I have

read many a books written by men for women on how to be the woman.Yet this is the first book I

have seen that is written by a woman for men in a way that both upholds why women are attracted

to men and why a man would even consider putting on these archetypes not for women - but for

themselves.I have studied and continue to study Her/History and how we got into experimenting



with patriarchy as our social structure because of my past of abusive relationships. When I looked at

the world around me and the popular approach to abuse - I was disgusted because it really did

nothing to go back to the root of the problem...but seemed to continue to paint men as the abuser

and women as the victim. I had enough healing at that point to realize this wasn't going to heal any

of us - and enough heart of a mother of two boys to commit to a different way of healing the cycle of

abuse in my life. Part of that was to realize how wounded men and the Masculine have also been

under our experiment in patriarchy. And thus - much in line with Jung's take on women being the

"masculine on the inside" - I realized that I needed to heal my inner Masculine ideals and images so

I could/can reflect that into the world around me. Yet like I said, it had been hard to find resources

and people - esp men around me - like Karen's book in order to do this.I believe this is definitely one

of the resources women need in their library - so that those of us who have been so wounded and

have deeply engrained trust issues can gently start to let go of projecting our "Otherness" onto the

men around us...allowing us to fully own these projections so we can heal. This book allows us to

see a new yet old face of the masculine that is buried deeply within our subconscious, resurrecting

Him to soften and eventually heal our blaming and hatred of the men in the world. Hearing stories of

how men CAN and do move thru healing of themselves and women in their life- it allows us to

rewire our own psyche so we can imagine a new way to be in relationship. And that is where all

evolution begins - in the imagination.For me reading Karen's stories about the Dark Knight and the

Lover, pushed me to my own edge of where I am doing healing in my life and allowed some

breakthrus to my resistance. It gave me new awareness of where I have been hiding from the

healthy Masculine within me, allowing that resistance to melt within even just imagining myself in the

stories she writes about. "How would I have responded to what the Dark Night did that night? What

is that feeling that arises in me knowing my own story and what does it want to do, say...or scream

at the men around me in an attempts to not own it? Or the Lover? How would I really respond to

him? Would I really be ready for that depth? Would I even have that awareness to be even that

honest with him?"These stories also have shown me how I have been hiding my voice from even

engaging with my male friends...and having me step forward to practicing this edge in the safety of

these male friendships. For I also once heard from another wise woman that we can always be

practicing the type of lover we want to be even with our friends so that these skills are not new and

awkward when we do partner.I could go on about what Karen's book has Opened in me as a

woman...yet need to go be with my boys. I pray that you will find her words and stories helpful as a

woman, so you can find healing and pass that balm onto the men in your life. For I believe women

have the power to change the course of history- as I believe once before - when we move thru and



out of our victim mentality and fully own ourselves, our responsibility to/for ourselves - as the healthy

archetypical Patriarch teaches us to do. And I believe men can change the course of history, as

they soften their bodies and allow themselves permission to know it is safe now to feel while doing it

in their masculine way that doesn't kill the polarity between themselves and women - but increasing

it. I pray that you my dear brother will Play around with your own personal flavor of these archetypes

- so the whole world will start to slow down, feel and heal.We need to work together on this, to be

the bridge and books like this help us understand how to get that bridge built.

This is ONE AWESOME BOOK ! I have read it, and have resisted shelving it with all of the other

books I've finished with. Why? It's literally TOO good to put down for very long. Karen gives us men

who have been in long marriages (39 years) hope that we can make them even better. I love how

she explains so very patiently just how complex the human female is, and how we have the hidden

powers to awake their deep love for us men, who really, bottom line, just want to please them, and

help them be happy.My favorite quote (and most insightful bit of new knowledge from the author

comes from p.109: "Her 'word' is a bit different...it's best NOT to hold a woman to the same

standards of keeping her word as you hold yourself." When I "accused" my wife of being a

"truth-shifter," (as compared to the SHAPE-shifter monster in Star Trek) she chuckled, and saw

Karen's point immediately.Thanks, Karen, for helping us guys learn to take the pressure off

ourselves in trying to force what we SHOULD be and helping us to realize what we CAN and

MIGHT be. Big difference !

It's very simple, if you want to own more of who you are as a Man...get this book, dig in, underline,

take notes and be inspired by a woman who honestly loves men. Open Her will reflect to you You,

inspire you and show you how to embody a greater masculine self. Learn from our other half what

makes her happy, who is this incredible and mysterious creature and how to truly enjoy a woman

and relate from our power as a man. I have recently started working directly with Karen, I can

honestly say of all the many things i have done to grow in my life, and I've done a lot, working with

Karen Brody Is the Most powerfully transformative experience of my life!
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